ZutaCore Launches a Certified System Integration Partner Program World Wide Technology the First to Join
Program Combines Benefits of System Integration Services at a Global Scale and the
Latest in Two-Phase Liquid Cooling
SAN JOSE, Calif. July 6, 2021 – ZutaCore, a direct-on-chip, two-phase, waterless liquid
cooling (2PLC) company, has announced the launch of its new Certified System
Integration Partner Program. The Program is designed to provide superior end-to-end
data center solutions that address a wide range of customer needs across the
enterprise, hosting and hyperscale, from the cloud to the edge. World Wide Technology
(WWT) is the first company to join the Program, and its technical staff is the first cohort
of trained and certified ZutaCore HyperCoolTM Associates. ZutaCore qualified for WWT
to purchase and install its HyperCool system at WWT’s Advanced Technology Center
(ATC), where they design, test and demonstrate solutions for their customers.
As a global systems integrator that provides digital strategy, innovative technology and
supply chain solutions to large public and private organizations WWT offers a broad
portfolio of end-to-end services. This portfolio includes architectural design, integration,
supply, commissioning, service and support. WWT and its data center facilities partners,
enhanced by relationships with major OEMs, will now support server retrofits leveraging
the ZutaCore HyperCool system.
“At WWT, we foster a culture of innovation and have high standards for qualifying new
technologies for our ATC. We found ZutaCore’s 2PLC to be an elegant, scalable and costeffective liquid cooling technology,” said Earl J. Dodd, Global HPC Business Practice
Leader, WWT. “HyperCool is well suited for both brown- and greenfield projects and
enhances the depth and breadth of our solution and service portfolio. We are confident
that our growing partnership with ZutaCore will help our global customer network
increase their competitive edge and prepare for the future.”
With 2PLC from ZutaCore, WWT can now offer advanced cooling solutions that fit into
current and future data center infrastructure ecosystems. Together, ZutaCore 2PLC and
WWT solutions and services provide the confidence of continuous operations with an
innovative approach to sustainable data center cooling.
“ZutaCore developed our Certified System Integrator Partner Program with the end
customer in mind. Backed by trusted full-service system integrators, with benefits at
scale, data center owners and operators can address cooling boundaries they face with
existing technology platforms,” said Udi Paret, President, ZutaCore Inc. “We are
privileged to welcome WWT officially as our first Program Partner. Together we share a
commitment to technology innovation, customer satisfaction and high quality. The

demonstration at the WWT ATC validates the strength in combining WWT’s data center
offerings with 2PLC to create significant value across the cloud and edge infrastructure.”
For more information about ZutaCore’s partnership with WWT, please visit:
https://www.wwt.com/article/two-phase-liquid-cooling-demands-benefits-and-results.
For more information about how to join the ZutaCore Certified System Integrator
Partner Program please visit: https://zutacore.com/wpcontent/uploads/2021/07/ZUTA-Rack-and-Roll-Brochure-7R.pdf
About World Wide Technology
Founded in 1990, WWT has grown to become a global technology solution provider with
$13.4 billion in annual revenue. With thousands of IT engineers, hundreds of application
developers and unmatched labs for testing and deploying technology at scale, WWT
helps customers bridge the gap between IT and the business. By bringing leading
technology companies together in a physical yet virtualized environment through its
Advanced Technology Center (ATC), WWT integrates impressive technologies to
produce game-changing solutions. Based in St. Louis, WWT employs more than 7,000
people and operates over 4 million square feet of warehousing, distribution and
integration space in more than 20 facilities worldwide. For more information, please
visit https://www.wwt.com/.
About ZutaCore
ZutaCore is a direct-on-chip, waterless, two-phase, liquid cooling technology company
that unlocks the power of sustainable cooling. By dissipating heat at the source,
ZutaCore’s HyperCoolTM cuts the cooling power infrastructure needed from the server
to the data center. Eliminating the risk of IT meltdown and engineered for low-flow and
low-pressure allows for light, compact design and high densities. Coupled with ondemand and closed-loop features, HyperCool maximizes cooling efficiencies,
guaranteeing consistent performance in any climate and location. The ZutaCore solution
is a complete hardware system enhanced by an optional software-defined-cooling (SDC)
platform. The result – the data center shrinks, scarce energy, water, land and
construction resources are saved, CAPEX and OPEX are slashed, return on investments
(ROI’s) are accelerated, and real estate assets are maximized.
Designed by a veteran team in Israel and enabled by 14 patent-pending innovations,
HyperCool is a near plug-and-play system. ZutaCore’s R&D center is in Israel, with its HQ
office in California. For more information, please visit http://www.zuta-core.com/.
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